Happy Holidays!

How Are You Using Navigate?

We’d love to hear your Navigate success stories! See the link at the bottom of the newsletter and tell us about the results you’re seeing in your work.

Updates to Scheduler

Personal Availability Links (PAL) coming soon! PALs will create ease of use in scheduling appointments for students and advisors.

User Spotlight: Lisa Schnell

Lisa Schnell, Associate Professor in English, shares how she uses Navigate to set up appointments and track conversations with advisees.

What’s New in Navigate

A major release within Navigate brings with it changes to the user interface. The changes, put in place primarily to improve accessibility of the platform, focus on updates to the toolbar and icons on the Staff Home. The toolbar display includes several new icons (i.e. campaigns), and it can be expanded to show the full names of the linked pages. Notifications in the platform now appear in the bottom right corner of Navigate Staff. Lastly, the convenient Quick Search feature, which allows users to easily enter a student’s name or netID in order to be directed to an individual student profile page, has been moved to the top center of the Staff Home. These changes will be visible in the platform at the start of the new year.
I was an early adopter of Navigate when I realized that, as well as helping me to remember what I’d chatted about with my advisees (in the Summary Report features), it might save me from my inbox - an inbox full of requests from students and advisees for an appointment in office hours.

And indeed, using the “Appointment Campaign” feature of Navigate to create my availability and an electronic scheduler every month has saved me hours of back and forth on email with students. (I create a campaign for each month, and invite my advisees, and the students in my classes to locate meeting times.) I can also easily send an invitation any time to other students who ask to see me. The students show up for their appointments because they get a reminder (several, in fact). They also don’t have to wait in the hall to see me (back in the days when there were offices and halls).

More information about establishing and managing Personal Availability Links in the My Availability tab on Staff Home pages will be available in January 2021. Look to your email for more details and visit the Navigate for Advisors site to view training guides.
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